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*14 I. Background
System Operators (Sysops) who administer and manage multi-user or networked computer conferencing systems1 are
currently facing a wide variety of potential liabilities. This exposure stems not only from the acts and omissions which sysops
themselves engage in during the day-to-day maintenance of their system, but also from the acts of third parties who access
the system directly or through the Internet and similar networks.2 The problems are magnified by the evolving nature of the
laws and precedents which govern, or might be argued to govern, on-line dealings. This article explores one particular area of
potential sysop liability: copyright infringement resulting from the acts of third-party users of the system.
The threat of copyright liability for sysops is a real one. Sysops, whose users or subscribers rely on the system to facilitate
infringing activities, or use it when engaging in such activities, are susceptible to both claims of direct infringement and the
various forms of third-party liability, such as contributory infringement and vicarious liability.3 This is particularly troubling
for sysops who maintain file collections that allow users to upload and download unsolicited files.4 The files in these
collections may represent computer software, digital images or video, digital audio, text, or novel combinations of all these
media (multimedia).5 Once placed on the system by a user, these files can be downloaded by other users and subscribers. The
system acts as a data repository allowing users to “swap” their favorite files with others. Some systems even maintain an
upload/download ratio which governs the number of files a given user can retrieve based on the number of files that user has
contributed. Using these and similar methods, many large on-line services have amassed enormous file collections of tens or
*15 even hundreds of thousands of selections. The problem facing the sysop is that each of these files could represent an
independent infringement, unless the user who contributed the file properly obtained permission from the copyright owner to
upload the file.6 This places the sysop in the untenable position of needing to somehow verify the legitimacy of every upload
received, a nearly impossible task.7 Plaintiffs who find that their copyrighted works are being swapped in this way might
allege that the sysop, by virtue of running the system, directly infringed the copyright, or, in the alternative, that the sysop is
liable under a theory of vicarious liability or contributory infringement.
This article examines the validity of such claims by exploring the potential copyright liability faced by sysops for copyright
infringement occurring on or through their bulletin boards. Parts II, III, and IV discuss the applicability of direct
infringement, contributory infringement, and vicarious liability doctrines, respectively. Part V explains how recent federal
courts have attempted to apply these doctrines. Finally, Part VI takes a look at the future of copyright liability for sysops and
the various directions this rapidly evolving body of law may take. For the purposes of this paper, the factual backdrop
assumes that the sysop is neither specifically responsible for placing the copyrighted work in the file collection areas nor
explicitly solicits such conduct.8 Instead, the copyrighted works are assumed to have been uploaded by system subscribers on
their own accord, and later downloaded by other users, all potentially unbeknownst to the sysop.
II. Direct Infringement
One possible claim against the sysop is direct copyright infringement, because arguably, the sysop actually copied, displayed,
distributed, or otherwise violated one of the enumerated rights under section 106 of the Copyright Act.9 To establish direct
*16 infringement, a plaintiff must prove ownership of the copyright by the plaintiff and actual copying by the defendant.10
Assuming the first element is satisfied, the issue turns on whether the defendant actually copied the plaintiff’s work. At this
point, a claim that the sysop’s activities constitute direct infringement proves problematic because under these facts, the
sysop is not the one who actually commits the acts which constitute infringement. A user/subscriber uploads the file onto the
bulletin board, then another user may download it. The sysop does neither. Holding sysops liable for direct infringement
simply ignores the fact that someone else is using the bulletin board to conduct infringing activities.
Recently, some courts have relied on Congressional legislative history and the “to authorize” language in section 106 to find
direct infringement when a defendant authorizes an act by a third party which violates one of the five enumerated rights in
section 106.11 Other courts, however, have expressed doubt as to whether “authorization” constitutes a separate method of
infringement from contributory infringement.12 Even assuming authorization is a separate form of liability, the sysop’s
conduct does not qualify. Authorization presupposes that the authorizing party grants the authorized party permission to do a
specific act with knowledge that these specific acts will be committed. In Columbia Pictures Industries v. Aveco, Inc.,13 the
defendants authorized their customers to play a specific videocassette in a certain video *17 booth.14 In a more recent case, a

California district court opined that there might have been illicit authorization to broadcast horse races based on a contract
specifically providing for such broadcasts.15 Many sysops do not negotiate or enter into any contractual agreement with users
prior to use of the system. Therefore, this essential grant of authority needed to establish a direct infringement is missing.
Even sysops who do enter into such agreements do not universally authorize users and subscribers to violate the copyright
laws. The agreements typically sanction subscribers to use the entire bulletin board, including the file collection areas, but the
sysop does not authorize its users and subscribers to upload or download copyrighted files. In fact, many sysops have access
agreements expressly warning users/subscribers not to upload copyrighted materials.16 In addition, this cautionary language is
often displayed within the file collection areas themselves.
Moreover, by simply allowing public access, the sysop does not necessarily have knowledge that these infringing activities
will actually occur. Most users and subscribers never violate the copyright laws, and some do not even use the file collection
areas. To hold a sysop responsible for knowing that each user/subscriber intends to commit copyright infringement simply
because he allows access, assumes bulletin boards are used solely for illegitimate activities, an idea far removed from
reality.17 These problems make an allegation of direct infringement tenuous, at best, since the sysop does not commit the
infringing act and almost never expressly authorizes infringement.
III. Contributory Infringement
Although the sysop’s conduct probably does not constitute direct infringement, the sysop might face liability for
infringements committed by third parties under a theory of contributory infringement. Based on the concept of joint
tortfeasorship,18 contributory infringement is only possible if there is an actual direct infringement by a third party.19 The
Second Circuit in Gershwin Publishing Corp. v. Columbia Artists *18 Management, Inc.20 articulated the standard for
contributory infringement: “[O]ne who, with knowledge of the infringing activity, induces, causes or materially contributes to
the infringing conduct of another, may be held liable as a ‘contributory’ infringer.”21
The courts have recognized two types of contributory infringers: those who provide the means (usually a product) to infringe
and those whose physical conduct participates in or furthers the infringement.22
A. Means to Infringe
In the landmark case of Sony Corp. of America v. Universal City Studios, Inc.,23 the Supreme Court held that those who
provide an instrumentality used to commit a direct infringement face liability regardless of either the amount of control they
have over the direct infringer or whether they have an economic interest in the infringing activity.24 In Sony, television
program copyright holders alleged that the sale of video tape recorders (VTRs) allowed consumers to conduct illicit copying
of television programs.25 The plaintiffs argued that the consumers should be held liable as contributory infringers since Sony
and the other defendants manufactured and marketed VTRs.26 Borrowing patent law’s test of substantial non-infringing use,
the Court decided that the VTRs are capable of a substantial non-infringing use, and therefore, the defendants should not be
held liable for contributory infringement.27 The substantial non-infringing use relied on by the Court was “time-shifting,”
which occurs when consumers tape a television program for viewing at a later date.28 Although this seems to constitute an
infringing activity, the Court held that time-shifting was a protected fair use under the Copyright Act, and thus, did not
amount to infringement.29 The dissent criticized the substantial non-infringing use test, arguing that only very unimaginative
manufacturers could not delineate a substantial non-infringing use for most technologies even if the technology was primarily
designed for infringement.30
*19 How does this test play out for technologies other than video recorders? Some previously troubling scenarios become
easy to analyze under the Sony test. For example, a library which makes photocopiers available to the public is clearly
facilitating infringement in cases where library visitors use the copiers for illicit copying, but since the photocopier has
substantial non-infringing uses, the library should not be considered a contributory infringer.31
Courts have also applied the Sony test in the context of computer software. In Telerate Systems, Inc. v. Caro,32 the court relied
on the Sony test in holding a software manufacturer liable for contributory infringement.33 The defendants’ alleged primary
non-infringing use was, in actuality, the main infringing activity.34 However, in Vault Corp. v. Quaid Software Ltd.,35 the Fifth
Circuit used the Sony test to find a software manufacturer not liable for contributory infringement on the basis that its
program had substantial non-infringing uses.36 The Vault court reached this conclusion even though the manufacturer

conceded that it had actual knowledge that its product was used to make unauthorized copies of copyrighted material.37 This
is important in the context of sysops, as discussed below in Section C.
B. Participatory Infringement
While similar to the “means to infringe” doctrine, participatory infringement focuses on the conduct of parties who have
knowledge of the infringing activity and induce, cause, or materially contribute to the infringing conduct of others.38 In
Screen Gems-Columbia Music, Inc. v. Mark-Fi Records, Inc.,39 the infringer violated plaintiff’s copyrights on certain musical
compositions by copying and reproducing an unauthorized album.40 The plaintiff sued not only the organization who
produced the album, but also an advertising agency for placing non-infringing advertisements for the *20 sale of the
infringing albums, a radio station for broadcasting such advertisements, and a packaging agency for shipping the infringing
albums.41 The court held that the advertising agency, the radio station, and the packaging agency could be liable for
contributory infringement if they knew or should have known the infringing nature of the specific albums.42 In Gershwin
Publishing, the defendant was a manager of concert artists and a creator and producer of local concert associations which
provided audiences for its artists.43 The court found the defendant liable for contributory infringement because the defendant
knew that its artists included copyrighted compositions in their performances and that neither its local associations nor its
performing artists had secured copyright licenses.44 The court in that case described the defendant’s activities as “pervasive
participation” and agreed with the lower court that the defendant “caused this copyright infringement.”45 A recent California
case discussed the issue of how much participation is needed to trigger contributory infringement.46 In this case, which
parallels the on-line scenario posed here, the defendant was the owner of a swap meet at which independent vendors were
selling counterfeit music tapes.47 Although the court accepted plaintiff’s assertion that the defendant knew the illegal
activities were occurring, it nevertheless held that the defendant’s actions were passive and not substantial enough to
constitute contributory infringement.48 “Merely renting booth space is not ‘substantial participation’ in the vendors’
activities.”49 In addition, the court noted that the plaintiffs failed to plead how the defendant acted “in concert with the
vendors to accomplish the purpose or plan of selling counterfeits.”50 As will be discussed below, participatory infringement
may be developing as one means of addressing the sysop liability for acts of a third-party problem with regard to copyright
on-line.
*21 C. Means or Participatory Infringement?
1. The BBS as a “Means to Infringe”
Depending on the nature of the sysop and his bulletin board, both theories of contributory infringement might be applicable.
If considered under a means to infringe analysis, sysops would be subject to the same scrutiny as VTR manufacturers in the
Sony case. Many sysops know that some people use their bulletin boards for infringing purposes, as did the software
publishers in Vault.51 In these cases liability will hinge on the substantial non-infringing use analysis. If the focus is on the
bulletin board as a whole, there is a very good argument that the bulletin board has many substantial non-infringing uses.52 If
the focus is narrowed to focus on the file collection area, the analysis becomes more complicated. Unlike the VTR, the
bulletin board not only provides the means to infringe but also contains the copyrighted material within it. It is analogous to
shipping a photocopy machine to customers with copyrighted material sitting on the glass and awaiting duplication. If
plaintiffs convince some future judge that a bulletin board should be treated in this narrow way, sysops may not be able to
show a substantial non-infringing use which would otherwise shield them from liability.
2. The Sysop as a Participatory Infringer
Both elements of participatory infringement are problematic when it comes to sysops. Although sysops know or should know
that some users/subscribers may use the bulletin boards to violate the copyright laws, this knowledge might not be specific
enough to satisfy the knowledge required by participatory infringement. The cases indicate that the knowledge must be
specific as to what is infringed and who is infringing.53 Sysops, however, rarely know which files are copyrighted, or, in some
cases, which users are responsible for uploading them onto the system. Determining the scope of requisite knowledge will be
important in deciding sysop liability under participatory infringement.
The second element requires the sysop to aid, induce, or materially contribute to the infringer’s conduct. The conduct of the

sysop considered here will rarely be considered “pervasive participation” which causes the infringement, like that found in
*22 Gershwin.54 Instead, the situation here more closely resembles the one in Fonovisa,Inc. v. Cherry Auction, Inc.55 In both
situations, the actual infringers will have used defendants’ “premises” to violate the copyright laws. Courts could determine,
as did the Fonovisa court, that the sysop’s conduct amounts to nothing more than passive participation. If the courts begin to
require the sysops and actual infringers to act “in concert,” the sysop may escape liability altogether.
IV. Vicarious Liability
A final theory under which a defendant might be held liable for copyright infringement committed by third parties is
vicarious liability. Stemming from respondeat superior,56 recovery under a vicarious liability claim requires the plaintiff to
show that the defendant not only had the right or ability to supervise or control the actions of the infringer, but also had a
financial interest in “exploitation of the copyrighted material.”57 As with contributory infringement, there must be a
corresponding direct infringement.58
Although the most obvious cases of vicarious liability will involve agents or employees of the defendant acting as the direct
infringer, this relationship is not necessary if the elements of vicarious liability are otherwise established.59 In Shapiro,
Bernstein & Co. v. H.L. Green Co.,60 the leading case in this area, the infringer was licensed to operate a record store in
defendant’s department store. The license agreement provided the evidence necessary to satisfy the first element
(supervision/control).61 It stated that the infringer and its employees were to abide by all the rules and regulations
promulgated by the defendant department store, and that the defendant would have unreviewable discretion in discharging
any employee for improper conduct.62 The license agreement also provided the defendant with a *23 percentage of the record
store’s gross receipts.63 The court deemed this enough to satisfy the direct financial interest element.64 With the two necessary
elements met and the underlying requisite direct infringement, the defendant department store was held vicariously liable.65
A. Landlord/Tenant and Dance Hall Cases
Two distinct lines of cases have also emerged that play an important role in defining the contours of vicarious liability. The
first of these involves the landlord/tenant cases.66 In these cases, a landlord leases his property to a tenant who thereafter
engages in copyright-infringing conduct on the leased premises. When landlords lease their premises without knowledge of
the tenant’s impending infringement, exercise no supervision over the tenant, charge a fixed rent, receive no other benefit
from the infringement, and in no way contribute to the infringement, they are not held liable for the tenant’s wrongdoing.67
The second intriguing line of cases includes the dance hall cases.68 These cases hold the dance hall proprietor liable for
copyright infringement resulting from the performance of a musical composition by a band or orchestra whose activities
provide the proprietor with a source of customers and enhanced revenue. The proprietor is liable whether or not he has
knowledge of the compositions to be played or any control over their selection.69
*24 B. Booth Rental Cases
A third line of cases recently emerged which can be best described as “booth rental” cases.70 Defendants in these cases rented
out booth space for an event in which some of the booth renters committed copyright infringement.
1. Supervision/Control
In addressing the element of supervision, the Fonovisa court held that the mere renting of booth space does not constitute
control of the infringers’ activities.71 Relying on Shapiro, the court distinguished between the power to supervise the direct
infringers in their general course of business, an a priori supervisory power, and the power not to rent to a vendor found
selling counterfeits, an a posteriori supervisory power.72 The court stated that the former was needed to find a defendant
vicariously liable.73
Similarly, the court in Artists Music, Inc. v. Reed Publishing, Inc.74 avoided holding the defendants vicariously liable for the
infringing activities of its booth renters by equating the organizer/exhibitor relationship with the landlord/tenant
relationship.75 Several facts proved relevant. First, the defendant distributed a manual setting forth the rules and regulations
concerning conduct at the event.76 The manual was silent as to the performance of copyrighted music.77 It did, however,

contain a flyer advising each exhibitor to contact the plaintiff for a license to perform copyrighted music at his or her booth.78
Second, the defendant, prior to the event, had negotiated with the plaintiff regarding the potential purchase of a license.79 The
court went on to point out that although these activities facilitated plaintiff’s dealings with the individual exhibitors, they did
not constitute the ability to exercise control.80
In addition, both cases rejected the plaintiffs’ contention that the defendants should have policed the booth renters for
infringing conduct. Even though the *25 defendants in Fonovisa had knowledge that some booth renters were violating the
copyright laws, the court noted that the defendants were not in the best economic position to prevent the wrongdoing.81 Its
business involved the renting of cheap spots to vendors and not “the business of overseeing that market, ensuring the integrity
of the goods sold, or otherwise pleasing customers.”82 Forcing liability on the defendants would force them to take foreign
measures, such as hiring people to patrol for infringing conduct.83 The court noted that it was easier for the plaintiffs to police
the infringing activity themselves, citing as an example the plaintiffs’ ability in the current instance.84 In Artists Music, the
court accepted the defendant’s argument that, although technically possible, such policing would have been prohibitively
expensive.85 The defendant would have had to hire investigators to identify music, to determine if it was copyrighted, to
ascertain whether the use was licensed, and finally to determine if such a use was a fair use.86 The court held that the
defendant had no duty to perform such extensive and costly analysis without showing an “obvious and direct financial
benefit.”87
Despite having a fact pattern similar to Artists Music, the court in Polygram International Publishing, Inc. v. Nevada/TIG88
reached a result different from the other booth rental cases.89 The court determined, after an analysis of both legislative
history and case law, that control is present whenever defendants “either actively operate or supervise the operation of the
place wherein the performances occur, or control the content of the infringing program.”90 The court concluded the defendant
had actively supervised the trade show and had the contractual ability to control the infringing *26 performances.91 To
support its first conclusion, it relied on the fact that during the trade show defendant’s employees walked the aisles to ensure
“rules compliance” and were available to address exhibitor concerns and complaints.92 These activities were enough for the
court to distinguish the defendant from an absentee landlord. The court relied on defendant’s rules and regulations to justify
its second conclusion.93 It noted that the defendant had the power to alter the rules and regulations to prohibit music
altogether but did not do so.94 The court pointed out that the rules themselves illustrated the amount of control that the
operators had over the exhibitors.95 It provided the defendant with the power to restrict exhibits which became objectionable
“because of noise, method of operation, materials or any other reason.”96 The rules also gave the defendant the right to police
exhibitors during the show. The court did not address, as did the court in Artists Music, the cost of actually policing the show
for infringing activity. One reason may lie in the analysis of the second element, as discussed below.
2. Financial Benefit
In concluding the defendant did not receive a direct financial benefit from the infringing sales, the court in Fonovisa
examined two theories. First, the court failed to find that the defendant received a percentage of the infringers’ gross sales.97
Second, the plaintiffs failed to prove that absent counterfeit tape sales, the defendant would have suffered diminished booth
rentals.98
The court in Artists Music addressed the issue in a similar manner. It rejected plaintiff’s argument that revenue generated by
admissions is a direct financial benefit.99 The court stated that there was “no evidence that so much as a single attendee came
to the [trade show] for sake of the music played by four out of 134 exhibitors.”100 The court also dismissed plaintiff’s
argument that the music created an ambiance necessary *27 to the success of the trade show.101 It commented that if this were
true, the defendant would have provided the music himself.102
In Nevada/TIG, the court drew a distinction between infringing sales which require a direct financial interest, and an
infringing performance which only requires that the performance confer an inferred, overall benefit on an establishment.103
Reasoning that the trade show was for multimedia products and that the music helped attract attention to the booths, the court
held that the organizers received a benefit substantial enough to satisfy the direct financial benefit prong.104 The court was not
persuaded by the argument that only four of the two thousand exhibitors played copyrighted music. It stated that the “crucial
question for establishing the benefit prong of the test for vicarious liability is not the amount of benefit, but only whether the
defendant derived a benefit from the infringement that was substantial enough to be considered significant.”105

C. Sysop Liability
Although the booth cases do not answer the question of how to treat sysops, they do shed light on what factors to consider in
determining control/supervision and direct financial benefit.
Finding control/supervision will be the main hurdle in finding sysops liable under a theory of vicarious liability. Under
Fonovisa’s formulation, plaintiffs are unlikely to prevail because sysops lack a priori supervisory power. They do not
exercise control over the general course of business of their users/subscribers. When a plaintiff bases his claim on the Artists
Music standard, it seems more difficult to resolve because the control issue becomes immediately intertwined with the direct
financial benefit analysis. Artists Music stated that the defendant could have policed for infringement, but was not required to
do so unless it obtained a direct financial benefit from the infringement.106
The question then becomes whether sysops obtain a direct financial benefit from the infringement. Since sysops generally do
not receive a royalty based on the number of illegal uploads, the direct financial benefit would have to come from access fees.
If a plaintiff can establish for a particular bulletin board either that the revenue generated from access fees is reduced by the
removal of copyrighted works or that people use the *28 bulletin board solely to download copyrighted works, this showing
might be enough to satisfy the direct financial interest element, and consequently the control/supervision element under
Artists Music. How much of a showing is required under this standard is still unclear. One main difference between the two
scenarios, however, is that some on-line services have millions of subscribers, while the trade show in Artists Music
contained only 134 exhibitors.
Plaintiffs might have greater success under the Nevada/TIG standard. The control/supervision element requires the
defendants to “either actively operate or supervise the operation of the place wherein the [infringing act] occurs, or control
the content of the infringing [act].”107 The sysop is the one who creates, develops, and updates the actual bulletin board as
well as its contents and services, therefore, sysops will be hard pressed to argue that they do not actively operate their own
bulletin boards. Although bulletin boards are extremely costly to police, the court in this case did not concern itself with the
cost or logistics of such policing. However, at least one court, albeit in a different context, has noted the extreme burden
faced by sysops who are forced to monitor the contents their system carries.108 The Nevada/TIG court seemed impressed with
the fact that the organizer had the contractual power and ability to control the infringing activities by eliminating the playing
of music.109 Sysops almost always have the contractual right and ability to shut down the file collection areas completely.
V. Sysops, Copyright Infringement, and Third-Party Liability
A. Under What Model?
As discussed above, determining the proper legal posture of a sysop whose system has been implicated in copyright
infringement is a tricky task. None of the traditional models of direct infringement, contributory infringement, or vicarious
liability fit the sysop’s conduct precisely.110 Each model has its own problems dealing with the sysop who neither uploads the
copyrighted material nor solicits such conduct. Of all the models, the Nevada/TIG standard provides plaintiffs with the best
chances of success. So far, however, plaintiffs have not pursued either line of reasoning. This is illustrated *29 by reviewing
the case law which has recently surfaced, and by exploring some of the pending litigation in this area.
B. Playboy Enterprises, Inc. v. Frena111
In December of 1993, the U.S. District Court for the Middle District of Florida was faced with a claim of copyright
infringement brought by Playboy Enterprises against the sysop of a commercial bulletin board system.112 Playboy claimed
that Frena, the sysop of the “Techs Warehouse” BBS, infringed on Playboy’s copyrighted images. One-hundred and seventy
of the files available in the Techs Warehouse file collection were copies of images taken from Playboy’s copyrighted
material.113 Frena admitted that the images were available on his system, and that each had, in the past, been downloaded by
his subscribers.114 However, he denied that he had placed the images there himself, arguing that they were unsolicited uploads
from subscribers over whom he had no control.115 Playboy moved for partial summary judgment under the theory that Frena
violated Playboy’s exclusive rights to distribute and display its material.116
Rather than tackle contributory infringement, the plaintiffs sidestepped the issue and claimed that Frena, through the Tech’s
Warehouse BBS, directly violated Playboy’s statutorily guaranteed rights under the Copyright Act.117 The court first
addressed the public distribution claims. Recognizing that section 106(3) of the Copyright Act grants the copyright owner

“the exclusive right to sell, give away, rent or lend any material embodiment of his work,”118 the court found that there was no
dispute that Frena’s bulletin boards supplied a product containing unauthorized copies of a *30 copyrighted work.119 The
court went on to announce that “it does not matter that defendant Frena claims he did not make the copies itself [[[sic].”120
The court then addressed the “display right.”121 Referring to legislative intent, the court explained that the display right covers
“the projection of an image on a screen or other surface by any method, the transmission of an image by electronic or other
means, and the showing of an image on a cathode ray tube, or similar viewing apparatus connected with any sort of
information, storage and retrieval system.”122 A place is open to the public even if access is limited to paying customers.123
The court also noted that such a display must be “public,” which means that it occurred at a place open to the public or
“where a substantial number of persons outside of a normal circle of family and social acquaintances is gathered.”124 Under
this analysis, the court found that as a matter of law Frena’s distribution of the Playboy images to his subscribers constituted
a public display, and thus, Frena was liable as a direct infringer.125
Frena raised two basic defenses to Playboy’s claims. First, he argued innocent infringement.126 The court dismissed this
noting that even innocent infringers are liable for infringement.127 Next Frena argued that his commercial use was so
insignificant that the principal of de minimis non curat lex128 justified holding in his favor.129 This argument was coupled with
a more substantial fair use defense under the Copyright Act.130 The court found that as a matter of law, Playboy’s interests in
its images were of such a nature that neither de minimis non curat lex nor fair use justified Frena’s infringement.131 Thus, the
court granted partial summary judgment for Playboy with regard to the copyright infringement claim.132
*31 C. Sega Enterprises Ltd. v. Maphia133
Three months later, the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of California relied on Frena in issuing its findings of
fact and conclusions of law in support of a preliminary injunction and confirmation of a seizure order in an action brought by
Sega Enterprises against the “Maphia” BBS.134 There, the defendant was a system operator of a bulletin board run from his
home.135 The bulletin board, called “Maphia,” was open to the public and had approximately 400 users.136 The court went on
to note that the copyrighted Sega video games were available for download by Maphia’s users. The court acknowledged that
it appeared that such files had not been uploaded by the defendants themselves, but by users of their service.137
The court held that Sega had established a prima facie case of direct infringement under 17 U.S.C. § 501 by showing that
unauthorized copies of games were made when the games were uploaded to the bulletin board with the knowledge of the
defendants.138 The court further held that unauthorized copies were made when users (different individuals than those who
originally uploaded the programs) downloaded the files.139
More importantly, the court held that this copying was facilitated and encouraged by the Maphia bulletin board, and that even
if the defendants did not know exactly when the games would be uploaded or downloaded from the bulletin board, their “role
in the copying, including provisions of facilities, direction, knowledge and encouragement, amounts to contributory copyright
infringement.”140
It is significant that the court justified a finding of contributory infringement on the part of the defendants. The court listed
several factors upon which it based its finding of contributory infringement. These included knowledge and encouragement
of the system operators of the direct infringement by the users.141
VI. The Future of Sysop Copyright Liability
In November of 1993, Frank Music filed a copyright infringement suit against CompuServe which involved new issues in the
law of sysop copyright liability. Frank *32 Music, alleged that CompuServe stored and distributed digital copies of a
copyrighted song published by the company.142 CompuServe’s digital music library contains hundreds of user-provided files
which arguably could be violating the copyright of the song writers or music publishers who own the rights to those pieces.
Some reports have indicated that up to 140 different music publishers are considering joining Frank Music in its attempt to
hold CompuServe liable for the activities of its subscribers.143 This lawsuit may provide yet another opportunity for a court to
explore whether an on-line service like CompuServe should face liability as a direct infringer, under third-party liability, or at
all.
Recognizing that the current legal uncertainty regarding how to properly address the sysop copyright infringement problem
could hamper development of the national information infrastructure, a working group chaired by Assistant Secretary of

Commerce and Commissioner of Patent and Trademark Office, Bruce Lehman, issued a report in July of 1994
recommending reforms to the Copyright Act.144 The report suggests a modification of the Act by creating a new exclusive
right for owners referred to as the “transmission” right.145 Depending on the definition of the transmission right, system
operation and data transmission may prove a risky undertaking.
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